
Mountain Management's Rental Manager program

The decision to rent is a complex one. Based on our years of experience in this
area and our knowledge of the vacation rental market, Rental Manager is able to

advise and guide owners who are considering the vacation rental option.

Rental Manager Advisory Services

We offer a wide range of rental advisory services including rental projections, decorating 
recommendations to optimise rental appeal & flexibility, and home supplies suggestions.

 
We work interactively with decorators that have a proven record of understanding the rental 

market trends and what attracts guests to your home.

Optimising Income

Rental Manager’s philosophy is to find a balance between optimising rental income while 
protecting the value of your asset; this way rental guests can experience the privilege of 

vacationing in your exceptional residence while you can feel confident that your home is 
being cared for.

An agreed rental strategy that suits an owner’s unique objectives is the bedrock of the rental 
relationship; income is optimised within that constraint.

Rental Manager understands the vacation rental home landscape, and offers advisory services 
on how to maximise your home’s rental potential.

We have a large, committed repeat-guest portfolio for our homes.

Your home is distributed through multiple online platforms.
Targeted marketing of your home via email & social media is managed by our professional 
marketing team; our partner travel agency, The Travel Whisperer, actively engages with guests 
on a daily basis to match your home with the ideal guest.

The power of photography as a marketing tool is recognised by us and Rental Manager uses 
professional photographers to showcase your home to the best advantage.

Reviews are important and we have a great track record in achieving full star rankings for our 
services and home presentation.

Rental guests are provided with the full spectrum of our services: housekeeping, maintenance & 
concierge.

Concierge conducts pre-arrival inspections, places a Welcome Pack and Welcome Basket ready for 
the guest’s enjoyment and provides a personal check in to familiarise guests with the home and 
ensure they are fully conversant with the House Rules.


